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We present simulations of the one-dimensional Oslo rice pile model in which the critical height at each
site is randomly reset after each toppling. We use the fact that the stationary state of this sand-pile model is
hyperuniform to reach system of sizes >107. Most previous simulations were seriously flawed by important
finite-size corrections. We find that all critical exponents have values consistent with simple rationals: ν = 4

3
for the correlation length exponent, D = 9

4 for the fractal dimension of avalanche clusters, and z = 10
7 for the

dynamical exponent. In addition, we relate the hyperuniformity exponent to the correlation length exponent ν.
Finally, we discuss the relationship with the quenched Edwards-Wilkinson model, where we find in particular
that the local roughness exponent is αloc = 1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although self-organized critical (SOC) sand-pile models
[1–6] have been studied intensively during the last 30 years,
many of their aspects are still not well understood. For
example, the critical exponents of avalanche distributions in
the original Bak-Tang-Wiesenfeld (BTW) sand-pile model,
on the square lattice, are still not known. The question of
universality classes of different sand-pile models is also not
well understood [7–9]. It is realized that models with stochastic
toppling rules [10–16] have critical behavior different from
those with deterministic toppling rules, and there may be
more than one universality class corresponding to stochastic
sand piles. In particular, models with stochastic toppling rules
and with continuous local stresses (sand-pile heights) seem
to have critical exponents significantly different from those
with discrete ones [17]. On the other hand, as already noted by
Tang and Bak [18–20], for all these models exist also non-self-
organized versions, now called fixed-energy sand piles, that
should show conventional (codimension one) critical points.
The fixed-energy sand piles (FES) undergo an active-absorbing
state transition as a function of the mean density of particles.
An important question has been if this transition is in the
universality class of directed percolation (DP). This question
still remains somewhat controversial [10–16]. In FES, the
number of absorbing states grows exponentially with the size
of system. This alone would not create a problem, as it is known
that models with many absorbing states can still be in the DP
universality class, provided they do not have too-long-ranged
correlations [21].

One problem in numerical studies is precisely the long-
ranged correlations in the absorbing states at criticality,
called in the following “natural critical states” (NCS). A
straightforward strategy seems to consist in studying states
remaining after large avalanches have died, in systems poised
to the critical point. But, this is not possible since it is not
feasible to wait until avalanches die on very large systems (the
average CPU time per avalanche diverges with system size).
Thus, one has to do some tricks that, unless one is sufficiently
careful, can introduce spurious correlations in the NCS. While
this problem was known quite early [22], it has been dealt

with systematically only recently [15–17]. They indicated that
there exists in fact a universality class of stochastic sand-pile
models, but it seemed to be identical with the DP universality
class. In fact, two of us have given heuristic arguments earlier,
but no proof [15,16], that stochastic sand-pile models in the
Manna universality class will flow into the DP universality
class if we add an appropriate perturbation.

It is the purpose of this paper to clarify the situation
somewhat. We study in detail the one-dimensional Oslo model
[23,24], which is one of the simplest nontrivial stochastic
sand-pile models. It has stochasticity in the toppling rules,
and the critical height at each site is randomly reset after
each toppling. Thus, it may be said that there is a degree of
“stickiness” in the model. The model has some interesting
properties due to its unusual algebraic structure. For example,
for the boundary-driven model, it can be shown that if we
start with the configuration with maximum height, just add
one grain, and allow the system to relax, the distribution of
probabilities of different stable final states reached is exactly
the same as in the steady state. Also, the eigenvalues of
the Markov matrix, which give the spectrum of relaxation
times, is trivial with one eigenvalue 1, corresponding to the
steady state, and all the rest are exactly zero [25]. However,
the time-dependent correlation functions of the model are
nontrivial because of the complication Jordan-block structure
of the relaxation matrix.

We will study the behavior of other directed Oslo-type
sand-pile models on the two-dimensional (2D) square lattice
in a forthcoming paper. Here, we study the one-dimensional
(1D) Oslo model using numerical simulations of much larger
systems (and with much higher statistics) than what had been
possible previously. As we said, simulations of FES at the
critical point are hampered by the difficulty of sampling from
the correct NCS. On the other hand, precise simulations of
the SOC versions are difficult because the open boundary
conditions lead to large finite-size corrections, unless one
can simulate huge systems. The latter, however, is made
difficult by very long transients (during which the proper
NCS has to build up). As a consequence, the largest published
simulations of the 1D Oslo model are for systems of size
≈20 000. Without the transients, systems larger by one or
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two units of magnitude would be easy to simulate on modern
computers.

Our large-scale simulations are made possible by two
technical improvements: (i) we use a method of triggering
avalanches in the FES that preserves all NCS correlations;
(ii) we use initial configurations which are close to NCS
configurations to reduce the time required to reach the NCS
state.

Crucial for the latter is the observation, made first in [17]
and verified later in [26–28], that NCS’s of some SOC models
are “hyperuniform” [29,30]. Consider a statistically stationary
random point process on a line. Then, so long as correlations
in the system die sufficiently fast with distance, using Gauss’
central limit theorem, the variance of the number nL of points
in an interval of size L, Var[nL] ∼ L. In contrast, a periodic
distribution would have variance Var[nL] ∼ const. A point
process on a line is called hyperuniform, if the variance falls
between these two limits, more precisely,

Var[nL] ∼ Lζ (1)

with hyperuniformity exponent 0 < ζ < 1.
Notice that Eq. (1) implies negative long-range correlations,

and it would be nontrivial to choose initial conditions which
satisfy it exactly (with the correct exponent ζ ), but this is not
really needed. It will turn out that it is sufficient to use initial
conditions which have (a) the right density, and (b) variances
much smaller than those for random distributions. We shall
use periodic initial conditions with long periods (typically
�102) which are carefully chosen so that the density is close
to the measured one of the NCS, the period is as small as
possible for the given density, and the distribution within one
period is as uniform as possible. We note that hyperuniformity
is not a generic property of all sand-pile models. While
the one-dimensional undirected sand-pile model does show
hyperuniformity, the steady state of the prototypical BTW
model on a square lattice, slowly driven by random particle
additions, does not.

Our results can be summarized very succinctly: The 1D
Oslo model is clearly not in the DP universality class. It is in the
quenched Edwards-Wilkinson (qEW) class. This is consistent
with the model studied in [15] being in the DP universality
class, as all stochastic sand-pile models need not belong to
the same universality class. Our estimates for the critical
exponents ν = 4

3 , D = 9
4 , z = 10

7 are more precise than all
previous estimates for any model in the Manna and/or qEW
classes. They strongly indicate that all critical exponents are
simple rationals. Finally, we have clear evidence that the SOC
and FES versions of the 1D Oslo model are related to each
other trivially, while this is still debated for the BTW model
[31].

In the next section, we define the model and its variants,
distinguished by boundary conditions and ways of driving.
In Sec. III, we give some simulations details. In Sec. IV,
we present the main numerical data for the determination
of numerical exponents of the model. In Sec. V, we discuss
the relationship to the quenched Edwards-Wilkinson model.
Section VI contains a summary of our results, and some
concluding remarks.

II. THE MODEL AND ITS VARIANTS

A. Driven at open boundary

The Oslo model was invented to mimic a one-dimensional
pile of nonspherical particles (rice) [11]. In the original
version, particles are added one after the other at the left end
(which is closed), so that they pile up until they fall off from the
open right end. Actually, as we shall see, it is more convenient
to formulate it entirely in terms of local slopes, and to disregard
completely the actual height of the pile. The reason is that we
shall discuss later (in Sec. IV) a completely different interface
associated with the local slopes, and we do not want to confuse
the original height profile of the pile with it.

Because the slopes of the original pile will turn out to be not
the slopes of the new interface, we will also change notation
(even if this might be distracting at first) and speak of “stresses”
instead of slopes.

Formally, the model is a one-dimensional cellular automa-
ton where an integer zi � 0 (the local stress) is attached to
each site i ∈ 1,2, . . . ,L. Each site has a threshold stress z∗,
which can be either 2 or 3; sites i with zi < z∗ are called
stable, whereas those with zi � z∗ are unstable. Initially at
t = 0, z∗ at different sites are chosen (as 2 or 3) randomly and
independently. Unstable sites immediately “topple” and reset
their threshold values. For sites 1 < i < L, toppling occurs as

zi → zi − 2, zi±1 → zi±1 + 1. (2)

This corresponds to moving a single grain of rice from top of
the pile at site i to site i + 1. At the boundaries, i.e., for i = 1
and L, only the appropriate neighbor gets increased, and the
unit of stress that would go to i = 0 resp. i = L + 1 gets lost
[32]. It is easily verified that in this stochastic model, topplings
still have the Abelian property [4].

Using this property, it is possible to write a formal
expression for the steady state of the model [33], both for
the boundary- and bulk-driven cases. Unfortunately, these are
not very useful for numerical studies, as the relaxation time
required for a configuration with mean stress nearly equal to 2
is very long.

B. Boundary and bulk driving

In the original version, the model is driven by adding grains
of rice at the left boundary. In terms of stresses, this means that
the system is driven by increasing z1 by one unit. If this leads to
an instability, the entire avalanche of topplings is done before
z1 is increased again. A typical avalanche in the boundary-
driven case, starting from a single seed, is shown in Fig. 1.

We say that the pile is bulk driven when we choose a random
site i ∈]1,L[ and increase its stress by 1 unit. Notice that this
would be a somewhat unusual drive in a real rice pile: it would
correspond to adding 1 rice grain at sites 1,2, . . . ,i each. We
expect that avalanche size distributions for bulk driving will
be different from those for the boundary-driven case, but some
critical exponents like D and z (defined below) would be the
same.

In addition, we expect that finite-size corrections will be
very different. For boundary driving, the only large length scale
is the distance L to the far boundary. For bulk driving, another
length scale comes into play: the (random) distance of point of
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FIG. 1. A typical avalanche of boundary-driven Oslo model (time
flows towards right). (a) The stress profile: zi � 2 are marked as gray
(different shades) and sites with zi > 2 are marked as red. (b) A
portion of the avalanche, marked as a rectangle in (a), is zoomed to
view multiple topplings (marked differently).

addition from the boundary. This is, of course, averaged over,
but typically gives rise to much larger finite-size corrections.

C. Fixed-energy version

Finally, we shall also consider the FES version with periodic
boundary conditions. In that case, no stress can get lost. If
we drive the system by adding stress, we sooner or later must
reach the critical point where avalanches never stop. On the one
hand, this is the cleanest case because finite-size corrections are
minimal. On the other hand, as pointed out in the Introduction,
simulations at the critical point are not trivial in this version.

In the subcritical case, simulations are rather straightfor-
ward: starting with any initial configuration with 〈z〉 = Z/L <

zc, we follow the avalanche (if at least one site is unstable) until
it dies. After that, all sites are stable. If 〈z〉 is sufficiently close
to zc, there will be some sites with zi = 2. We now trigger a
new avalanche by declaring one (or several) of these sites as
unstable (if no site with zi = 2 exists, we increase Z, until we
are close enough to the critical point).

Note that, in our model, the critical thresholds at different
sites in the steady state are independent random variables
because they are randomly reset in the same way, independent
of the history of the pile. Then, declaring a stable site with
zi = 2 unstable is equivalent to resetting the critical threshold
at that site, and does not alter the NCS, hence, we do not expect
to encounter the problems mentioned in [22].

Simulations are equally straightforward in the supercritical
case, where the above procedure soon leads to an infinite
avalanche. As in the BTW case [31], an avalanche will not
stop after each site has toppled once, and this will happen in
general after 	O(L) time steps.

On the other hand, following avalanches on large lattices
until they die is not a viable option at the critical point because
avalanches may not die even after very many time steps. In that
case, we have (at least) three options as to how to proceed:

(a) We could use finite lattices and perform a finite-size
scaling (FSS) analysis [34]. This gives reasonable results,
although it requires more numerical effort and the extrapo-
lation L → ∞ is associated with the usual uncertainties of
any extrapolation.

(b) We could introduce a small amount of dissipation [i.e.,
with some very small probability ε, Eq. (2) is modified such
that one of the neighbors has its stress not increased], and
extrapolate to ε → 0. This was the strategy used in [15,16].
While this should give cleanest results, it has the drawback that
it requires more simulations and also involves an extrapolation.
We did not try it in this work.

(c) We could simply cut the evolution at some large time
Tmax. This seems to be the strategy chosen in most previous
simulations (e.g., in the BTW simulations of [35]). As we shall
see, results can be extremely misleading, unless this is done
carefully.

D. Initial conditions

We know from previous simulations and from test runs that
zc ≈ 1.7326. We now pick a rational number n/m slightly
smaller than zc, e.g., n/m = 45/26 = 1.7307 . . . . A sequence
wm,n of m digits zi ∈ {1,2} is then constructed such that∑

i zi = n and that wm,n is as uniform as possible. For (n,m) =
(45,26) such a sequence is w26,45 = (122123123123122123123)
or any of its cyclic permutations. The initial configuration is
then simply a repetition of L/m such words, provided L is
a multiple of m. In practice, we used rational approximants
closer to zc, such as 149/86 or 473/273.

E. Transients

First, we discuss transients in the boundary-driven case.
To see most clearly the transients, we used very large lattices
(�107 sites) driven at the left boundary. We call the “active
region” at time t the part [1,imax(t)], where imax(t) is the
rightmost point that had toppled at some time t ′ � t . We
monitor the evolution while imax(t) < L, i.e., while the active
region still spreads. In Fig. 2, we show the total number of

FIG. 2. Number of topplings on a semi-infinite lattice driven at
its left end, until a site at distance imax from this end is first toppled.
Each curve is based on ≈1000 runs. The dashed red and black lines
with slopes 2 and 3 are shown for comparison.
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FIG. 3. Average density in the active region, plotted against an
inverse power of the size imax of the active region, for different initial
configurations. Each curve is based on a single run. For all curves,
the stationary density is reached as imax → ∞, but the speed of
convergence and the fluctuations depend strongly on the choice of
initial state. Periodic initial states with density close to the stationary
one are optimal. Notice that what looks like a horizontal straight line
is indeed the data for z0 = 272/157 = 1.732 484.

topplings, starting from the initial time t = 0 until the time the
disturbances from the boundary first reach the site i = imax, for
different initial configurations. Notice that this gives a lower
estimate for the transient CPU time because even if the active
region covers the entire lattice, it is still not clear whether it
has the correct NCS correlations. The top five curves are for
random 1/2 sequences. If z0 = 〈zi,0〉 	 zc, clearly s ∼ i3

max.
As z0 comes closer to zc ≈ 1.732 60, this increase is slower,
but it is still much faster than the increase s ∼ i2

max observed
for periodic initial configurations.

While Fig. 2 suggests that periodic initial configurations
lead to much shorter transients, it could still be that the
configurations at the time when imax is reached have much
larger fluctuations and densities far from the asymptotic one.
That this is not true, and that periodic initial configurations lead
both to much smaller fluctuations and to correct densities is
seem from Fig. 3. There we plot the average density 〈z〉active in
the active region, obtained in one single run, against an inverse
power of imax. The lowest five curves in this plot correspond
all to periodic initial configurations, with increasing values
of z0. They show that both deviations from the asymptotic
density and fluctuations become smaller as the initial density
approaches the stationary one. On the other hand, starting with
a random configuration leads to huge fluctuations, even if its
density is close to the stationary one.

III. DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL EXPONENTS FROM
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In Secs. III A to III C we shall mostly discuss simulations
with open boundaries, which are driven by adding stress at
the left boundary (with the exception of Figs. 2 to 6, which
are indeed identical for open systems driven in the bulk). The
fixed-energy version is discussed in Sec. III D, while properties
of avalanches in bulk-driven open systems are treated in
Sec. III E.

A. Stationary state and hyperuniformity

We will now discuss the various observables measured in
our simulations, and their analysis in terms of the finite-size
scaling theory. The critical exponent ν is defined in terms of
the dependence of the correlation length ξ on the distance from
the critical point ε = ρ − ρ∗, where ρ∗ is the critical density,
by the relation

ξ ∼ ε−ν . (3)

According to the finite-size scaling theory (FSS), a system with
finite size L at criticality will behave like an infinite system
with finite correlation length L. Thus, we expect

〈z〉L − zc ∼ L−1/ν . (4)

The dependence of 〈z〉L on L provides a straightforward direct
determination of ν. In Fig. 4, we show how the average stress
〈z〉 = L−1 ∑L

i=1 zi depends on L. In the main plot we show
the raw data, and in the inset a plot which suggests the precise
finite-size corrections. Indeed, for reasons that will become
clear in a moment, we used in Fig. 4 not only data obtained on
boundary-driven systems, but we averaged also over systems
driven in the bulk, both at random sites and also just at the
center site. The result of Fig. 4 can be summarized as

〈z〉 = zc + c/Lσ (5)

with

zc = 1.732 594 (4) , σ = 1/ν = 0.74(1), (6)

while the precise value of c depends strongly on σ . The best
previous estimates of zc were 1.7326(3) for boundary-driven

FIG. 4. Average stress 〈z〉 of driven systems with open boundaries
as a function of L. Main: log-linear plot of the raw data. Inset: the
same data plotted such that one can determine more precisely the
finite-size corrections. More precisely, on the x axis is plotted L−σ

with σ either 0.76, 0.74, or 0.72. If σ were equal to the exponent
of the leading finite-size correction, then the plot of 〈z〉 versus L−σ

would be asymptotically a straight line. Since finite-size corrections
are very large, data would be indistinguishable from straight lines
in such a plot for a wide range of σ . Therefore, we add to 〈z〉 a
term linear in L−σ , such that the curves become roughly flat near the
origin. The curve which is most straight at the origin gives then the
true correction to scaling exponent.
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FIG. 5. The inset shows the stationary profile ρ(i) for L = 64.
To verify that it is indeed left-right symmetric, we show in the main
plot differences between values of ρ(i) measured at the same site i,
but for runs where the system was driven at different values j0 resp.
k0. The estimated statistical error for these differences was between
±0.0001 and ±0.0002.

and 1.734(2) for bulk-driven open systems, and 1.732 60(2) for
the FES version [34]. We are not aware of a previous estimate
of σ .

Another way to determine ν is to look at the effects of the
boundary on the density profile. Let ρ(i) be the mean density
of particles at site i in the steady state of the driven sand pile.
From the Abelian property one obtains the following result:
ρ(i) is independent of the way the pile is driven.

Proof. Let ai be the operator corresponding to adding a
particle at i and letting a subsequent avalanche evolve until
a stable state is reached again. Let |	〉 be the statistically
stationary (macro)state obtained by driving at site i with
probability pi . It satisfies |	〉 = W |	〉 with W = ∑

i piai .
Since all ai commute due to the Abelian property, they can be
diagonalized simultaneously, and |	〉 is an eigenvector of each
ai with eigenvalue 1, and if the Markov process can reach all
recurrent states, it is the only eigenvector with this property,
and so independent of the distribution {pi}.

We have checked this directly in simulations. In Fig. 5, we
plot ρ(i|j0) the average stress at i when the system is driven at
site j0. In the main plot of Fig. 5 we show differences between
averages measured at the same i but for different j0. These
data are for a very small system, but the same was found also
for larger L. This is true also for random bulk driving, as we
indeed verified numerically.

From scaling theory, we expect ρi to differ from zc as

ρ(i) − zc ∼ i−1/ν . (7)

We show the variation of ρi with i in Fig. 6.
The stress density, averaged over a finite block of size k,

will in the critical state show fluctuations of order k−1/ν , hence
the total stress Z in this block will fluctuate by a typical amount
k × k−1/ν . This gives

Var[Z] ∼ Lζ = L2(1−1/ν) (8)

FIG. 6. Log-log plot of stress depletion near the end points versus
distance from the end [more precisely from the point x = 1

2 , halfway
between the site i = 0 where ρ(i) is zero, and the site i = 1 where
it first becomes positive]. Lattices (L � 215) are sufficiently large so
that finite-size corrections should be negligible.

giving the hyperuniformity exponent ζ = 2(1 − 1/ν). The
variation of Var[Z] with k is plotted in Fig. 7. We see that
the value of ζ = 1

2 fits the data very well. Based on the results
presented, we conjecture that ν is exactly equal to the simple
fraction 4

3 .

B. Avalanche size distributions

For the distribution of avalanches, our clearest data come
from the boundary-driven case where one adds stress at the
left boundary, and lets it dissipate through the right one.

Let us first discuss the avalanche size distribution P (s,L),
where s is the number of topplings in an avalanche. We expect
the scaling law

P (s,L) = s−τ f [s/ϕ(L)] ×
[
1 + a

sx
+ . . .

]
, (9)

FIG. 7. The main plot shows a log-log plot of Var[Z] versus L,
together with a straight line that suggests Var[Z] ∼ L1/2 with visible
corrections. The inset suggests that these corrections decrease roughly
as L−1/2.
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with

ϕ(L) = LD ×
[

1 + b

Lω
+ . . .

]
, (10)

where the last factors in both expressions correspond to finite-
size corrections.

In Fig. 8, we show P (s,L) for values of L between 512 and
218. The raw data shown in panel Fig. 8(a) just demonstrate
the impressive range, but they are not really informative.
Multiplying the data with sτ as in Fig. 8(b) shows already
much more details. But, it still does not allow to make a
precise estimate of τ . For this we have to include finite-size
corrections, as in Fig. 8(c) [where we mostly plotted data for
the smallest values of L, which were not shown in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b)]. The correction to scaling exponent is close to 1

2 , and
we will justify the choice 0.4 below. Our best estimate of τ

is 1.5556 ± 0.0005. This is a factor 4 more precise than the
best previous estimates 1.556 ± 0.002 [24,37,38]. It strongly
suggests that τ = 14

9 exactly, as conjectured in [39] (a 10 times
more precise value was claimed in [39], but this was revised
in a later paper by the same author [34]).

Using Eqs. (9), (10), and the fact that 〈s〉 = L (which is
true exactly, without any finite-size corrections) gives

D = (2 − τ )−1 = 9/4 ± 0.002 and ω = xD ≈ 0.9. (11)

Superimposing the peaks in Fig. 8(b) would give a compatible
but much less precise estimate of D because of the finite-size
corrections in ϕ(L). But a more precise value, with error bars
similar as those that follow from the scaling relation, can be
obtained from higher moments of s. From Eq. (9) we expect

〈sk〉 ∼ L(k+1−τ )D = LD+1 ×
[

1 + b′

Lω

]
. (12)

In Fig. 9, we plot L−y〈s2〉 against 1/L0.9 for three values of y.
The central curve is for y = 13

4 , and it is a perfect straight line
up to fluctuations for the two largest lattices (L = 218 and 219).
On the other hand, the two other curves are clearly subcritical
and supercritical. A similar result is obtained from the third
moment (not shown). Apart from verifying the estimate of D,
these data suggest very strongly that indeed the correction to
scaling exponent is ω = 0.9.

The distribution of spatial extensions of avalanches,
Pr (r,L), we assume the scaling form

Pr (r,L) ≈ r−τr g(r/L), (13)

As we have s ∼ RD , it is easily seen that τr = 1 + (τ − 1)D.
For D = 9

4 and τ = 14
9 , we get τr = 9

4 .
Plots analogous to Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) are shown in Fig. 10.

This time the corrections to scaling are much bigger, but they
seem to be described again to leading order by a rational
power. The value τr = 9

4 fits our data well, with an error of
±0.002. At the same time, accepting the scaling s ∼ rD in the
scaling region, we predict the correction to scaling exponent
as 0.4 × 9

4 = 0.9, in perfect agreement with the data.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 8. Avalanche size distributions for the open systems driven
at the left boundary. (a) Shows the raw data (for the largest lattices
sizes only, to avoid overcrowding). (b) Shows the same data multiplied
by s14/9. If this exponent is equal to τ , the central parts of the curves
should be flat. In view of the substantial corrections to this, we
plotted in (c) the data (for smaller L, since they have less statistical
fluctuations) multiplied by a further factor (1 + a/sx), with x = 0.4.
The two straight lines in (c) indicate the error margins ±0.0005 of
τ . The numbers of avalanches used for these figures range between
>2 × 1010 for L � 4096, 1.7 × 109 for L = 131 072, and 3.5 × 109

for L = 262 144. The fluctuations seen for s < 100 are not statistical,
but are systematic, and are related to the structure of the state-space
of recurrent stable configurations [36].
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FIG. 9. Rescaled second moments of avalanche sizes for the
boundary model, plotted against 1/L0.9. The moments are divided
by powers of L, such that the curve would be straight if the
power were equal to D + 1 and the correction to scaling exponent
were ω = 0.9. This is indeed the case for D = 9

4 . The other
two curves (with exponents 9

4 ± 0.007) are clearly subcritical and
supercritical.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. (a) Log-log plot of Pr (r,L), the spatial size distribution
of avalanches for boundary-driven systems, multiplied by r9/4. (b)
The same data, but multiplied by 1 + 8.3/r0.9 and plotted on a
log-linear plot. The straight lines indicate the estimated errors
±0.002.

C. Temporal evolution of avalanches

We now discuss the time-dependent exponents of the
avalanches. We define the dynamical exponent z by the relation

R(t) ∼ t1/z, (14)

where R(t) is the average distance of topplings at time t

from the boundary where the avalanches were triggered. Other
related quantities are Pt (t) and N (t), which are, respectively,
the probability that the avalanche survives up to time t , and the
average number of topplings at time t in the avalanches that
survive up to time t . We define the exponents η and δ by the
relations

Pt (t) ∼ t−δ and N (t) ∼ tη. (15)

Results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 11. They all
show very clean scaling regions, with

δ = 7/8, η = −3/10, and z = 10/7. (16)

We do not quote formal error bars because by now we
obviously conjecture that these rational numbers are exact,
and any error estimate (which by its very nature is subjective,
critical exponents being obtained by extrapolating data) would
probably be biased by this conjecture. We nevertheless can say
informally that plots analogous to Figs. 8(c) and 10(b) suggest
δ = 0.875(1), η = −0.300(1), and 1/z = 0.700(2).

Typical previous estimates were δ = 0.85(2), η = 0.33(2),
and z = 1.42(2) [40]. They were, however, made by assuming
a Manna universality class and thus lumping together simu-
lation results from various models. As a rule of thumb, our
present estimates are an order of magnitude more precise
than previous ones. On the other hand, extracting correction
to scaling exponents from Fig. 11 was not very successful
because obviously more than one correction term is important
in each case. Presumably, there are also important analytic
corrections resulting from an inherent uncertainty how to
define t up to an arbitrary constant of order 1.

Another estimate of z can be obtained from the moments of
T , the lifetime of avalanches. When defining 〈T k〉, one has to
specify how avalanches with different size s are weighted. In
Fig. 12, we show results where T = s−1 ∑

topplingsj tj and tj is
the time of the j th toppling in the parallel update scheme. To
make the plot more significant, we do not plot the raw data,
but rather divide them by the expected power laws

〈T k〉 ∼ Lbk (17)

with bk = (δ + k − 1)z. Obviously, the data are compatible
with this prediction. The clearest agreement holds for k =
2. For k = 1 we see very large finite-size corrections, while
individual outliers cause large statistical fluctuations for k =
3. Nevertheless, the data shown in Fig. 12 fully support our
previous estimates of δ and z.

D. Fixed-energy sand pile: Closed boundaries case

1. Supercritical systems: The order parameter exponent

As we said in the Introduction, simulating the fixed
“energy” (i.e., stress) model is easiest and most straightforward
away from the critical point. In contrast, measuring the
properties of single avalanches is nontrivial both in the critical
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 11. Log-log plot of Pt (t,L) (a), N (t,L) (b), and R(t,L) (c).
In each plot, only data for L � 16 384 are shown. The straight lines
indicate power laws in the central (scaling) region.

and in the supercritical phase. But, estimating the density ρa,∞
of active sites in a stationary supercritical state, and thus the
order parameter β defined through

ρa,∞ ≡ lim
t→∞ ρa(t) ∼ (〈z〉 − zc)β, (18)

is easy. We start with a periodic configuration with the desired
total stress (which implies also that we use for L a multiple of
the period). There will be O(L) sites with zi = 2, half of which

FIG. 12. Log-log plots of rescaled lifetime moments
〈T k〉/L(δ+k−1)z of boundary-driven avalanches, with k = 1, 2,

and 3. Apart from finite-size corrections and statistical fluctuations,
the data are supposed to fall on straight horizontal lines.

are declared as unstable. We then follow the evolution until
stationarity of ρa is reached and enough statistics is collected
thereafter.

The approach to stationarity will be roughly exponential
in the far supercritical regime, but in the critical region it
will follow a power law. In the latter region, the difference
between the periodic initial state and the true NCS will become
important, and we shall defer the discussion of this subtle case
to a later subsection. Here, it is sufficient to point out that
in the worst case (i.e., closest to the critical point, where the
correlation length becomes comparable to L) the transient time
increases as Lz. As we have seen, the correlation length scales
as ξ ∼ (〈z〉 − zc)−ν with ν = 4

3 . Thus, we can use lattices of
sizes up to L ≈ 106, simulated over 5× ≈ 107 time steps, to
test Eq. (18) down to 〈z〉 − zc ≈ 0.000 05.

Figure 13 shows results from such runs. Each point in this
plot is obtained from at least 40 such runs, and it was verified

FIG. 13. Log-log plot of ρa,∞ against 〈z〉 − zc. The straight line
indicates the power law predicted by the scaling theory. The best fit
would indeed be obtained with an exponent 0.243(5). The leftmost
point was obtained by simulating 40 lattices with L = 106 for 5 × 107

time steps.
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that the density of activity had become stationary. The straight
line indicates the exponent

β = 5/21 (19)

that follows from the scaling theory discussed below. The
data shown in the figure would by themselves give a best fit
β = 0.243(5), compatible with the above.

To obtain Eq. (19), we notice first that FSS implies that for
finite L and exactly at criticality ρa,L ∼ L−β/ν . The number
of topplings in large avalanches (those which dominate the
higher moments of s) scales then as L times this density times
the duration of the avalanches

s ∼ L × L−β/ν × Lz. (20)

Assuming that s ∼ LD with D = 9
4 gives then

β = (1 + z − D)ν = 5/21. (21)

There exist a large number of previous estimates of β,
either for the Oslo model itself or for other models which are
supposed in the same (Manna) universality class (see Table I).
They are all are much bigger, with one notable exception:
β = 0.24(3) was obtained in [40]. All other estimates are
supposedly more precise but outside our error bars. The
problem in determining β is obviously the large corrections to
scaling which are seen in Fig. 13, and which require very large
systems to be studied. In Table I we quote also the value for
DP. In many previous papers it was concluded that the Manna
class has to be distinct from DP, mainly because it has a larger
value of β. We see now that the opposite is true, and Oslo =
DP because its β is smaller than that of DP.

We include in Table I also three estimates for the qEW
model. Since the mapping of the Oslo model onto interface
pinning is such that the interface height is just the number of
topplings, the activity density ρa(t) is just the average speed

TABLE I. Estimates of the critical exponent β defined in Eq. (18).
The acronyms for the various models are explained in the references.

0.24(3) [40] Overall Manna class
0.42(2) [41] Manna
0.416(4) [42] Restricted Manna
0.41(1) [43] Restricted Manna
0.289(12) [44] Restricted Manna
0.29(2) [45] CDP
0.28(2) [46] CDP
0.382(19) [47] DCMM
0.277(18) [17] CCMM
0.308(2) [17] CTTP
0.275(6) [17] CLG
0.277(3) [48] Modified CLG
0.25(3) [49] qEW
0.33(2) [50] qEW
0.250(3) [51,52]a qEW
0.245(6) [54] qEW
0.396(5) [55] Oslo
0.243(5) This work Oslo, direct fit
5/21 = 0.2380 . . . This work Oslo, scaling relation
0.2764 . . . [21] DP

aA more precise value was given in [51]; the value cited here is the
one given later in [52].

of the interface at time t . The value quoted in Table I is for the
exponent (called θ in [51,52]) that described how the speed
increases in the depinned phase with the distance from the
critical point v ∼ (F − Fc)θ .

In [53], the relation between

β = (1 + z − D)/(3 − D) (22)

was proposed. Although the numerical value of β obtained
thereby in [53] is different from ours, Eq. (22) is satisfied by
our exponents. Together with Eq. (19) it gives

ν = 1/(3 − D). (23)

Finally, we note that for FES with deterministic toppling rules,
it has been noted that the critical density at which infinite
avalanches first appear, depends on the starting configuration
[31]. For sand piles with stochastic toppling rules, this is not
a problem, and the SOC and FES versions of the Oslo model
have the same critical density.

2. Subcritical single-seed avalanches

The next easy case involves isolated avalanches in the
subcritical phase. We again start with a periodic configuration
(this time with 〈z〉 < zc). We declare all sites (including those
with zi = 2) as stable. To trigger an avalanche, we simply
pick a random site among those with zi = 2 and declare it
as unstable. This avalanche will be finite with probability 1
and will have also finite size, thus, we can follow its evolution
until it dies and the configuration is stable again. After that,
we again declare a random site with zi = 2 as unstable and
repeat.

By measuring avalanche sizes, we verified that transients
are very short: average avalanche sizes converge within error
bars to a stationary value, after each site has toppled less than
1000 times, even when 〈z〉 is very close to zc. Thus, we can
again get good statistics for lattices with L up to 106. Lattices
of this size are indeed needed in order to avoid finite-size
effects, if we want to measure very close to the critical point.

Results are shown in Fig. 14, where we plot 〈s〉 against
the distance from the critical point. We see a clear power law
in the critical region, but important scaling corrections when
zc − 〈z〉 becomes large. The latter could have suggested that
the power is the same as for DP, but this is actually excluded:
While the DP exponent γ , defined as

〈s〉 ∼ (zc − 〈z〉)−γ , (24)

is 2.278 [21], a direct fit to our data would give γ = 2.68(2).
The upper straight line shown in Fig. 14 represents our scaling
conjecture

γ = 2ν = 8/3, (25)

which follows from 〈s〉 ∼ L2 via FSS and which is fully
compatible with the directly measured value.

3. Finite-size scaling: Critical avalanches on finite lattices

Exactly at the critical point, we cannot use either of the
two strategies discussed in the previous subsections. In this
section we simulate single avalanches, triggered in the way
described above, on lattices of sufficiently small L so that we
can follow all of them until they die. Avalanche distributions
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FIG. 14. Log-log plot of 〈s〉 against zc − 〈z〉 for subcritical
avalanches in the FES version. The upper straight line indicates the
power law predicted by the scaling theory. The best fit would indeed
be obtained with an exponent 2.68(2). The lower straight line shows
the behavior that would have been expected, if the Oslo model were
in the DP universality class. The leftmost point was obtained by
simulating 3600 avalanches on a lattice with L = 5 × 105.

will be discussed below, but first we shall discuss moments of
their sizes and durations.

Moments of the avalanche size s are shown in Fig. 15(a),
while moments of their lifetimes are shown in Fig. 15(b). The
latter were computed as in Sec. III C. In Fig. 15(a) we show
results for three values of 〈z〉 close to zc, while results for only
two of them are shown in Fig. 15(b).

The bottom triple of curves in Fig. 15(a) show 〈s〉/L2.
These values are independent of L within errors for the central
curve which is essentially critical, showing that

〈s〉 ∼ L2 (26)

for critical avalanches in the FES ensemble, just as it is for
bulk-driven avalanches on open lattices. This is not entirely
trivial since the argument predicting this scaling for open
systems no longer holds. The fact that we nevertheless find
the same scaling in both ensembles is a strong indication that
the avalanches have the same statistical properties.

The same conclusion is reached by looking at the two
upper triples of curves in Fig. 15(a) which show the ratios
L−2〈sk〉/〈sk−1〉 for k = 2 and 3. Here, the critical curves
show that all moments satisfy exactly the same critical scaling
〈sk+1〉 ∼ L2+9k/4 as for open systems.

The data for avalanche durations shown in Fig. 15(b) tell
a similar story. The two topmost pairs of curves show that
〈T k〉/〈T k−1〉 with k � 2 scale with the same power of L, which
is within errors the same as the exponent z found also in the
open case [the fitted value of z now is 1.438(10), while our
previous estimate was 10/7 = 1.4286]. In agreement with the
bulk-driven open case, 〈T 〉 now also shows good scaling, with
exponent 1.187(10).

Distributions of avalanche sizes and of the three time-
dependent properties Pt (t), N (t), and R(t) are shown in Fig. 16
we did these simulations at 〈z〉 = 1.732 601 before arriving at
the final estimate for zc in Eq. (6), but the small deviation from
the best estimate of zc should not matter much. For P (s) we

(a)

(b)

FIG. 15. (a) Log-log plot of 〈s〉 (lowest triple of curves) and
〈sk〉/〈sk−1〉 for k = 2 and 3 (topmost triples) against L. Each curve
in each triple corresponds to a different periodic start configuration
(periods 101, 273, and 86 from top to bottom), and each value of
L is a multiple of the corresponding period. The data are divided
by L2 which makes the central curve in the lowest triple horizontal
and makes the central curves in the two upper triples scale as L1/4

(straight line). (b) Analogous results size weighted for moments of
avalanche lifetimes. This time only data for the two smaller values of
〈z〉 are shown, and all data are divided by powers of L which make
the critical curve of each pair horizontal.

show only a plot analogous to Figs. 8(b) and 23, where we
divided the raw data by the supposed power law s−τbulk (see
Fig. 17). Although the scaling is not perfect, the improvement
compared to the bulk-driven case with open boundaries shown
in Fig. 23 is dramatic. Now, we can argue rather convincingly
that τbulk = 10

9 . The best estimate based on this plot alone
would be τbulk = 1.10(1), based both on the scaling region and
on the heights of the peaks (which should also scale as s−τbulk ).

The three panels of Fig. 16 show t7/40Pt (t), t−2/5N (t), and
t7/10R(t). The actual best exponent estimates based on these
plots alone would be δbulk = 0.175(3), ηbulk = 0.398(3), and
zbulk = 0.699(3), as indicated by the dashed straight lines in
each panel.

Within the statistical errors, the sum δ + η is the same as
for open boundary-driven systems:

δbulk + ηbulk = δ + η = 23/40. (27)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 16. Log-log plots of Pt (t,L) (a), N (t,L) ( b), and R(t,L)
(c). In each plot, the raw data were divided by the conjectured power
laws, i.e., the actually plotted data are t7/40Pt (t,L), t−2/5N (t), and
t−7/10R(t). As in Fig. 17, R(t) is the rms distance from the first
toppling. In each panel, the straight lines indicate the error bars
mentioned in the text.

This means that the activity N (t)/Pt (t) per surviving avalanche
shows the same scaling in both cases. It should indeed scale as
the product of the activity density in the active region (which
scales as t−β/z/ν , as we shall see later) times its spatial extent
(which scales as t1/z). Therefore,

δ + η = (1 − β/ν)/z. (28)

FIG. 17. Log-log plot of the avalanche size distributions for the
fixed-energy version at 〈z〉 = 1.732 601, and for different lattice sizes
which are all multiples of 273. The actually plotted data are s10/9P (s).

4. Simulations involving termination of the evolution in
nonstationary states

So far, we have only discussed simulations of the fixed-energy
Oslo model where it was either not necessary to terminate
the evolution because avalanches died anyhow, or where the
system had already reached a stationary state. For simulating
systems very close to the critical point, it seems, however,
necessary to terminate the evolution before avalanched have
died or before stationarity is reached. As we shall see, extreme
case is needed in interpreting such simulations.

Let us first discuss simulations of single avalanches,
triggered by declaring random sites with zi = 2 in an otherwise
stable configuration as unstable. If an avalanche survives for a
time >tmax, its evolution is cut off by declaring all sites with
zi = 2 as stable. Since only very few avalanches survive until
tmax � 1, one might hope that this gives reasonable results if
tmax is sufficiently large. Indeed, this strategy is rather common
in studies of FES sand-pile models. Figure 18 shows survival
probabilities Pt (t) on very large lattices and at 〈z〉 very close
to criticality, for different values of the cutoff tmax, ranging
from 104 to 2 × 107. Since we have multiplied the data by
the factor t δ , we should have expected the curves to become
horizontal for large t and large tmax. They do indeed become
horizontal for 1 	 t 	 tmax, but estimating δ from the data
with largest t would give gross inconsistencies. The same is
true for N (t), R(t), and P (s). In all these cases we could get
consistent results by first taking tmax → ∞ and only then going
to large t , but this would not be very practical.

The reason for this failure is that if avalanche evolution is
stopped at tmax, also the correlations in the NCS needed to
make it critical and hyperuniform cannot develop at distances
>t

1/z
max. Essentially, criticality and hyperuniformity are then

confined to scales <t
1/z
max and correlations at larger scales are

those of the initial state and different from those in the NCS,
even if the simulation is kept going for extremely long times
(see Fig. 19). Since total CPU time was roughly the same for
each curve in Fig. 19, it seems unlikely that longer runs would
establish critical correlations on substantially larger scales.
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FIG. 18. Log-log plots of rescaled survival probabilities
t7/40Pt (t), if the evolution of each still surviving avalanche is
terminated at time tmax. Here, the largest lattices (for the largest
tmax) had L = 221. The average stress was 1.732 591 (i.e., slightly
subcritical), but it was verified that results were indistinguishable at
slightly supercritical 〈z〉. From our previous simulations we would
have expected the curves to become horizontal for large t and
large tmax.

Thus, simulations of single avalanches where the evolution
is stopped at finite times seem not very useful. But, simulations
near criticality where a finite fraction (50%, say) of sites
with zi = 2 are initially unstable are useful, and are crucial
for understanding scaling. Let us denote by ε = 〈z〉 − zc the
distance from the critical point. Naively, one should expect that
activity satisfies in this case a finite-size scaling (FSS) ansatz

ρa(t,L,ε) ∼ t−θF (εL1/ν,εt1/νt ) (29)

with νt = zν. In order to agree with Eq. (18), the scaling
function F (x,y) has to scale for y → 0 and x → ∞ as yβ

and furthermore θ = β/νt . The problem is of course that we
expect this to hold when the state at t = 0 is a NCS, but we

FIG. 19. Log-log plot of variances of the total stress on intervals
of length 2k, Vark = Var[Zk] with Zk = ∑i0+k−1modL

i=i0
zi . Each curve

was obtained by terminating the evolution of avalanches at tmax, and
the total CPU time used for each curve was roughly the same. Lattice
sizes were up to 4 × 106, and 〈z〉 is very close to critical.

FIG. 20. Main plot: log-log plot of ρa(t) for 〈z〉 = 359/208 =
1.732 596 and L = 524 140. For the upper curve (scheme A) each run
started from a periodic configuration, while the lower curve (scheme
B) used for each run the final state of the previous run, with half of
the sites with zi = 2 declared as unstable. Each curve is based on 508
runs. The inset shows the same data multiplied by t1/8. They coincide
for t > 104 within statistical errors. The straight lines in the inset
indicate the error ±0.002 of θ .

have no foolproof way to construct one. Even worse, a NCS
would have no unstable sites. In studying single avalanches, it
seems reasonable that declaring a single zi = 2 site as unstable
should be a negligible perturbation, but now we want to make
a finite fraction unstable. It is far from obvious what effect this
has, but we can turn to simulations to find out numerically.

Assume we want to use Eq. (29) to estimate θ from
simulations up to time tmax, and let us assume that declaring
half of the stable zi = 2 sites as unstable does not create any
problem (we shall come back to this later). If we rule out the
option that we make first auxiliary runs up to t � tmax in order
to be sure that we have critical correlations up to and beyond
the needed length scale, two options are left:

(i) We start each run from an uncorrelated periodic config-
uration, hoping that correlations build up sufficiently rapidly
so that at late times the evolution proceeds effectively in a NCS
(scheme A);

(ii) We keep the configuration of the previous run and
declare half of the zi = 2 sites as unstable (scheme B).

If both schemes lead to the same results, it is reasonable to
assume that the results are reliable.

Results obtained with these two schemes are shown in
Fig. 20. There, we used a large enough lattice (L ≈ 215) and
〈z〉 sufficiently close to zc that we expect a pure power law for
large t . Both schemes lead indeed to the same power law

ρa(t) ∼ t−θ , θ = 1/8 ± 0.002. (30)

On the other hand, both schemes show corrections for
intermediate t . For scheme A they seem to be a simple power
law, but for B they are more complicated: there is a depletion
for 10 < t < 103 which indicates that declaring half of the
zi = 2 sites in the NCS as unstable is indeed a too violent
perturbation. This is even more pronounced for supercritical
simulations, where scheme B gives very deep minima for
intermediate t (see Fig. 21). We thus conclude that scheme
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FIG. 21. Activity densities for supercritical FES systems, large
enough to have negligible finite-size effects. Initial configurations
were chosen according to scheme A. The numbers in the legend
indicate 〈z〉 (top curve has largest 〈z〉).

A gives, in spite of showing substantial finite-t corrections,
more reliable results that are easier to interpret. Final results
are shown in Fig. 22. Figure 22(a) shows ρa(t) against t for a
few selected near critical values of 〈z〉, while Fig. 22(b) shows
a collapse plot for the entire set of data in a rather wide range
of 〈z〉. The structure near the the origin is due to the finite-time
corrections mentioned above. Apart from that we see a perfect
data collapse, indicating that indeed θ = 1

8 and

νt = 40/21. (31)

Notice that Eq. (28) can now be written as

δ + η + θ = 1/z (32)

in which form it is just the generalized hyperscaling relation
for systems with multiple absorbing states proposed in [56].
Defining β ′ = νtδ as in [56], this gives

β ′ = 1/3 = β, (33)

showing again that the model is not in the DP universality
class, where β ′ = β.

E. Bulk-driven open systems

As we discussed in Sec. III A, the statistical properties of
the stationary state are identical to those for boundary driving,
thus we only have to discuss here the properties of avalanches.
We again expect the scaling law (9) to hold, with the same
exponent D. But, τ should now be different [39] because now
〈s〉 ∼ L2. Assuming Eq. (9) we obtain

τbulk = 2 − 2/D = 10/9. (34)

This should hold for any open system with large L, where
stress is added at sites far from the boundaries. We shall discuss
later the case where stress is added only at the center region,
but let us first discuss the case of uniform driving which was
considered, e.g., in [39,57].

In this case, the stress is not always added at sites far from
the boundary, and corrections to scaling could be large, but
the scaling could hold nevertheless. To test this, we plotted in

(a)

(b)

FIG. 22. (a) Activity densities for near critical FES systems.
Initial conditions used scheme A, and lattices are large enough to
have negligible finite-size effects. The numbers in the legend indicate
〈z〉 (top curve has largest 〈z〉). (b) Data collapse obtained by plotting
t1/8ρa(t) against (zc − 〈z〉)t1/νt with νt = 40/21. There are altogether
27 curves overlaid in this plot, for 〈z〉 ranging from 1.7143 to 1.7391.

Fig. 23(a) s10/9P (s,L) against s/L9/4. If scaling were perfect,
this would lead to a perfect data collapse. This is obviously not
true (thus the fact that some avalanches start near a boundary
is not negligible), but it seems to become true in the limit
L → ∞. In any case, both the position and the height of the
peak scale in the right way. This means that avalanches starting
near the boundaries do not contribute to the peak, as we should
expect.

More interesting is the case of center driving because there
we expect cleaner scaling than in case of uniform driving,
although not as clean as for boundary driving. This is indeed
seen in Fig. 23(b), but the improvement over uniform driving
is rather modest.

Both for center driving and for uniform driving we also
measured moments of T . Ratios 〈T k〉/〈T k−1〉 showed now
clean power laws for both k = 2 and 3, with exponent
z = 1.426(5), consistent with the previous estimate. But, in
contrast to boundary driving, also 〈T 〉 showed a power law
with exponent 1.19(1).

Finally, we show in Fig. 24 results for the temporal
evolution of avalanches similar to those shown in Fig. 11
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 23. Log-log plot of s10/9P (s,L) against s/L9/4 for bulk-
driven open systems. In (a) the driving is uniformly distributed over
the entire region [1,L], while in (b) the center sites are driven. In
both cases, we see huge violations of scaling, which are biggest for
uniform driving.

for the boundary-driven case. Again, these data show much
poorer scaling. The only curve that shows a convincing power
law is that for R(t) (which is now defined as the root mean
square distance), and which clearly shows the same value for
the dynamical exponent z. The exponents δ and η are clearly
different from those for boundary-driven systems. In view of
the large deviations from scaling, the estimates

δbulk = 7/40 , ηbulk = 2/5 (35)

seem not very well justified by the data alone, but they are
consistent with the fixed-energy results presented in the last
subsection.

IV. MAPPING ONTO AN INTERFACE MODEL

Following [38], we define an interface without overhangs
by identifying its height H (i,t) with the number of topplings
up to (and including) time t . Alternatively [58], we could
define another interface with height h(i,t) such that h(i,t)
is the number of stress units received by topplings from its
neighboring sites. The two heights are related by [58]

h(i,t) = H (i − 1,t) + H (i + 1,t). (36)

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 24. Log-log plot of Pt (t,L) (a), N (t,L) (b), and R(t,L) (c)
for center-driven systems, similar to Fig. 11 for boundary-driven
avalanches. The straight lines indicate power laws in the central
(scaling) region.

On the other hand, the evolution of zi can be written as

zi,t − zi,0 = h(i,t) − 2H (i,t)

= H (i − 1,t) + H (i + 1,t) − 2H (i,t)

≡ ∂2
i H (i,t), (37)
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where ∂2
i is the discrete Laplacian. Finally, the number of

topplings at (i,t) is just a (random) function of zi,t ,

H (i,t + 1) − H (i,t) = σ (zi,t ) (38)

with

σ (z) =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 if z � 1,

1 if z > 2,

0 or 1 with probability 1/2, if z = 2.

(39)

The last equations can be summarized as

∂tH (i,t) = ∂2
i H (i,t) + η(zi,t ,zi,0) (40)

with η(x,y) = σ (x) − x + y. This looks formally like the
qEW equation [59]

∂tH (i,t) = ∂2
i H (i,t) + η[i; H (i,t)] (41)

except that in the latter the noise η depends only on i and
H (i,t). In Eq. (40), in contrast, there is explicit dependence on
the stresses zi,t . Note that in Eq. (40), unlike the qEW equation,
the noise depends not only on a quenched variable at the site
in question, but also on the curvature of the interface.

Thus, the Oslo model is not exactly equivalent to the
standard qEW model based on the interface H , where the
noise correlations are

〈η(t,H )η(t ′,H ′)〉 = δt,t ′δH,H ′ . (42)

Because h is an explicit function of H due to Eq. (36), this is
also true if H is exchanged by h, in contrast to what is claimed
in [58]. It is also not true that H and h have different scaling
properties, as was claimed in [58,60]. As should be clear from
Eq. (36), and as will be verified numerically, they show exactly
the same scaling.

Let us finally discuss the interface interpretation of the
original Oslo model which is driven from its left border. As
shown in [38], this corresponds to an interface that is prevented
from being pinned by pulling slowly up the leftmost point.
Consider the case where the interface is at its left end pulled
by an amount H (1,t) � L, after which the pulling stops. In
this case, the left hand side of Eq. (41) vanishes, and it can be
written as

H (i + 1,t) = 2H (i,t) + η[i,H (i,t)] − H (i − 1,t), (43)

showing that the evolution in the variable i, considered as
a “time” evolution, is Markovian. Moreover, since the noise
is assumed to be zero in average, the averaged heights satisfy
simply ∂2

i 〈H (i,t)〉 = 0, showing that the average height profile
is just linear.

We have already discussed the main idea of the mapping
on the qEW model, and we have already given the numerical
value of the exponent, called usually θ in the qEW model, that
describes how the average interface velocity increases with the
distance from the critical point. Here, we shall discuss more
relations of this type. An annoying problem in doing so is the
fact that equivalent exponents are given different names in the
Oslo and qEW interpretations. We shall deal with it by adding a
subscript “qEW” to all qEW exponents, e.g., v ∼ (F − Fc)θqEW

(notice that z and ν are defined in the same way in the Oslo
and qEW models). In the following, we shall discuss only the
behavior exactly at the critical point, which we approximate to

(a)

(b)

FIG. 25. Roughness W of interfaces constructed from the FES
Oslo model, on lattices with density 〈z〉 = 473/273 = 1.732 601 and
lattice sizes which are multiples of 273. (a) Shows the raw data, while
(b) shows a data collapse obtained by plotting L−αqEWW against t/Lz.
In this and the following two figures, averages are taken over all runs,
those which are still active at time t and those which had already died.
If we had excluded the latter from the averages, interfaces would be
slightly less rough (roughness increases sharply immediately before
interfaces get pinned), but this would not affect their scaling (while
it would affect the scaling of average height).

sufficient precision as 〈z〉 = 473/273 = 1.732 601. As we said
in Sec. II, there are two slightly different mappings from the
Oslo model onto the interface model. In the first, h(i,t) is the
number of stress units received at site i up to (and including)
time t , while in the other H (i,t) is the number of topplings.

Let us first discuss how the global roughness of an interface
h of base L increases at the critical force with time. The
roughness is defined as the square root of W 2 = 〈[�h(t)]2〉,
where angular brackets stand for an ensemble average and

[�h(t)]2 = 1

L

∑
i

h(i,t)2 −
[

1

L

∑
i

h(i,t)

]2

. (44)

Results are shown in Fig. 25. They demonstrate the well known
behavior

W (t,L) = tβqEWf (t/Lz) = LαqEW f̃ (t/Lz) (45)
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with βqEW = 1 − θ = 7
8 and αqEW = zβqEW = 5

4 . The most
precise previous estimates of the exponents were in [52,54].
They are, respectively, βqEW = 0.871(3) [0.872(3)], αqEW =
1.250(3) [1.250(3)], and z = 1.440(15) [1.443(7)], and are
somewhat less precise than our estimates.

Since αqEW > 1 (critical qEW interfaces are “superrough”),
the local slope of a critical interface cannot be bounded [61],
and local roughnesses (i.e., roughnesses measured on a length
scale d 	 L) must still increase for times at which an interface
of total length d would already be pinned. Thus, the roughness
of a part of length d of an interface of base L � d satisfies
“anomalous scaling” [62]

W (d; t,L) ∼
⎧⎨
⎩

tβqEW for t 	 dz,

dαlocLαqEW−αloc for d 	 L 	 t1/z,

dαloc t (αqEW−αloc)/z for d 	 t1/z 	 L,

(46)

where αloc is a new exponent which for consistency must be
�1. In [62], αqEW − αloc was called κ/2, but we shall follow
[60,63] and define

κ = αqEW − αloc

z
, (47)

so that the scaling for intermediate times reads as now

W ∼ dαloc tκ for d 	 t1/z 	 L. (48)

If the Oslo model is in the qEW universality class, the
interfaces it is mapped onto must also satisfy these scaling
relations. In order to test this, we show local roughnesses
of h(i,t) in Figs. 26(a) and 26(b), while local roughnesses of
H (i,t) are shown in Fig. 26(c). All three panels in Fig. 26 show
data for L = 131 040 and 〈z〉 = 473/273. Figure 26(a) shows
a log-log plot of the square of the roughness against t . Each
curve corresponds to a distance d = 2k, k = 1,3,5, . . . ,15
over which the roughness is computed. It is defined as
W 2(d; t,L) = 〈[h(i,t) − h(i + d,t)]2〉. We see clearly the two
scaling laws W (d; t,L) ∼ tβqEW for t < dz with βqEW = 0.875,
and Eq. (48) with κ = 7/40 ± 0.01. Notice that the latter holds
for all d, even for d = 1 (not shown). Figure 26(b) shows the
same data, but in order to see more clearly the value of αloc we
divided the roughness by d. We see a perfect data collapse for
t � 1 and d 	 t1/z, which implies that

αloc = 1, (49)

in agreement with our estimate κ = 7
40 . Finally, Fig. 26(c)

is completely analogous to Fig. 26(a), except that it shows
roughnesses of the interface H (i,t) which is obtained from the
number of topplings instead of the number of units received
by a site. It clearly demonstrates that both interface definitions
lead to the same scaling.

Our result αloc = 1 is obtained in many different 1D
interface models [62,63], but to our knowledge it cannot be
derived analytically for the qEW model. Previous numerical
estimates [64] agree with it. On the other hand, our finding
that the interfaces H (i,t) and h(i,t) satisfy the same scaling
disagrees with claims made in [58,60]. In particular, we find
for both the same exponent κ . This value agrees with what is
called “A scaling” in [60]. In contrast to claims made in [60],
the Oslo model seems incompatible with what is called there

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 26. (a) Log-log plot of local squared roughnesses of inter-
faces constructed from the FES Oslo model, on lattices with density
〈z〉 = 473/273 = 1.732 601 and size L = 131 040. The straight lines
indicate the anomalous roughening power laws. (b) Shows the same
data, but divided by d2. According Eq. (46) one should see a data
collapse for d 	 t1/z 	 L. There is indeed a perfect collapse for
t ≈ 106, if the largest distances d are discarded. Panel (c), finally, is
analogous to (a) but shows data for the alternative interface definition
that is based on number of topplings instead of received units of
stress.

“B scaling.” For a possible explanation of that contradiction,
see [66].
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Part of the motivation for this work was the observation
that natural critical state in the Oslo model is models are
hyperuniform. On the one hand, this suggests that transients in
simulations could be cut short by starting from very uniform
initial configurations. This was indeed found, and it allowed the
simulation of much bigger systems than previously possible.

On the other hand, it suggested that, if the hyperuniformity
is strong enough, the conserved field in sand-pile models can
be considered as rigid and nonfluctuating, in which case these
models would be in the same universality class as directed
percolation. We find that this is not so (see also [28]). Instead,
we find compelling evidence that the one-dimensional Oslo
model is in the same universality class as the qEW (or linear
interface) model. This had been a long-standing conjecture, but
it had been repeatedly doubted due to contradictory numerical
results. One main reason for these numerical problems was
precisely that hyperuniformity had not been taken into account.
In a forthcoming paper [67], we will discuss some other
Oslo-type models with directed particle transfer rules on
two-dimensional lattices, which turn out to correspond to an
Edwards-Wilkinson interface model with annealed noise.

An unexpected outcome of this work is that the vastly
improved simulations (made possible in part by judicious
choices of initial conditions) suggest that the critical exponents
of the 1D Oslo model (and, more importantly, also the 1D
qEW model) are simple rational numbers. For some exponents,
this had already been conjectured before, but not (to our
knowledge) for the dynamical and hyperuniformity exponents,
and for the exponent σ [see Eq. (5)] describing the stress
profile in the case of open boundaries. Also, these exponents
fall outside the infinite series of discrete rational exponents
recently found for 1D stochastic models [68]. Of course, in
the same study, well-behaved models where the dynamical

exponent is the golden mean, i.e., an irrational value have also
been discussed. So, while the critical exponents do not have to
be rational, we note that most soluble models so far have found
rational critical exponents. Showing that these conjectured
values are actually correct remains a challenge.

Our finding that the 1D Oslo model is in the qEW
universality class suggests of course that the same could be true
for other stochastic sand-pile models, and for SOC models with
conserved fields in higher dimensions. This does not invalidate
our earlier argument about instability of the Manna model fixed
point under suitable perturbation to DP. All this says is that
adding this kind of perturbation (say adding a small probability
of zc being set to 3, zc = 2 is the deterministic sand pile) does
not constitute such a relevant perturbation.

In fact, we have to conclude that there is no single unique
universality class for stochastic sand-pile models. One has
different critical behaviors, depending on the details of the
model. For example, if in the toppling process we add
randomness also in where the transferred particles may go
(as in the original Manna model), then the critical behavior of
the model would change. In fact, other stochastic 1D sand-pile
models (like the Maslov-Zhang model [13] or the continuous
Manna model [17]) appear to have critical exponents different
from the Oslo model studied here. Thus, there is no unique
fixed point corresponding to a “generic behavior.” Further
studies are needed to identify all the different possible
behaviors.
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